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Polk Audio SDA 1 Speakers Item number: 5834570241

 Email to a friend

Bidding has ended for this item
If you are a winner, Sign In for your status.

List an item like this or buy a similar item below.

Larger Picture

Winning bid: US $256.77  

Ended: Dec-04-05 13:57:10 PST
Start time: Nov-24-05 13:57:10 PST
History: 8 bids   (US $149.00 starting bid)

Winning bidder:

Item location: melbourne, FL
United States

Ships to: Will arrange for local pickup only (no shipping).
Shipping costs: Pickup only - see item description for details
 Shipping, payment details and return policy

Description (revised)

Item Specifics - Home Speakers
Speaker Type: Floor Standing Wireless: -- 
Brand: Polk Condition: Used 
Cabinet Color: Wood - Dark 

 Pair of Polk Audio SDA  1, These speakers kick butt!!!! Powerful bass to natural midrange,  To smooth highs from two silver dome tweeters , 4   - 6  1/2"
mid woofers and one 12" passive radiator in each speaker. Work excellent. only defect missing side panels which were for looks only. Does not affect
performance.    Dark oak end caps.  Appox. 44" h x 16 1/2" w x 11 1/2" d.  good cond.  These speakers are very heavy and are available for local pickup
only. No shipping available unless you arrange for the pickup, packing and shipping at your expense.
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FREE Counters and Services from Andale 

Questions from other members
Question & Answer Answered On

Q: I have virtually the same pair (SDA1 from 1988-1990 range) but in the all black finish. One just took a tumble & messed up several drivers, still cosmetically... more Dec-03-05 
A: drivers are excellent. used these speakers up to first bid on ebay.

Q: Do you know of any shipping co. locally that would pick these up,pack,and ship to the midwest? UPS? I know they handle pkgs. over a 100 lbs. Thanks for... more Dec-03-05 
A: vacu_pack we ship everything and pack on site 321 259 7967.

Q: Gotta ask; did these get wet in any of the adverse weather you guys have had ??? Hate to bring it up but there's always lots of flood stuff for sale after...more Dec-03-05 
A: No . These cabinets are fine. we did not have any flooding in Melbourne.

Q: What exactly is the interconnect cable for? I never heard of connecting 2 speakers together. Also, how are the speaker cones? And lastly, what are those... more Dec-01-05 
A: speaker cones are excellent. glue marks from missing veneer panels. they did not use enough glue. cables are used to improve spatial response putting sounds... more
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Return Policy Details: All used and Vintage items sold as is. We strive to be as accurate and honest in our descriptions as possible , so bid accordeningly.

Q: do you have the interconnecr cable? Are the sides missing on one or both sides of each speaker. thanks Nov-27-05 
A: both panels are missing. glue gave out . misplaced in move. no cable polk says wire from round inputs to round input does the same job. cable not available... more

View all 6 questions | Ask seller a question

Shipping, payment details and return policy
Services available
Check item description and payment instructions or contact seller for details.

Will arrange for local pickup only (no shipping).

Seller's return policy:

Seller's payment instructions
Contact seller within 3 days of auction end . Payment must be recieved within 8 days or item will be relisted . These speakers are very heavy and are available for local pickup only. No shipping
available unless you arrange for pickup, packing and shipping yourself at your expense. 

Payment methods accepted

Money order/Cashiers check
Learn about payment methods.
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Item Name Price End Date
Polk Audio SDA SRS 1.2 Stereo Speakers US $1,225.00 Dec-09-05 17:50:16 PST
RARE PAIR OF POLK AUDIO SDA1 SDA 1 SPEAKERS NICE US $299.00 Dec-11-05 17:21:21 PST
Polk Audio GXR 5 1/4 coaxil pair speakers Car Stereo US $15.50 Dec-07-05 16:03:50 PST


